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Hacks:Unlimited HealthOne Hit Kills AdvertisementsMore games OK with cookies? - Copyright © 2016. All rights reserved. - Privacy Policy Dad n me 2 is the second part of the interesting and cool street fight-themed action game, Dad n me. In these interesting and cool unblocked games, you control a purple monster. This monster is very
aggressive. He will attack everything on his way. In this game, your mission is to fall. Also, it is to complete the game as soon as possible. Throughout the journey, you will be confronted with many different opponents. You and your opponents have HP bars. If you are attacked, your HP will decrease. Also, if you attack your opponents,
their HP will decrease. If your HP drops to zero, defeat your opponents. On the other hand, if your HP drops to zero, you lose the game. You should try to survive as lon as possible. By attacking your opponents, you can not only reduce their HP, but also increase your anger bar. When you have a full anger bar, you become stronger. How
to Play Dad n Me 2 Unblocked In Dad n me 2, an interesting fighting game, you will use the Keys A, S and Arrow to control the purple monster. First of all, you should press the A key to jab. The B key is for a stronger attack. In addition, the up arrow is for the movement up and the down arrow is for the movement down. You can move the
forward arrow by pressing the right arrow while moving the backwards with the left arrow. They can be executed by tabaging one of these four directional keys twice. You can also run special moves by using some combos. Combos are different combinations of keys A and S. You should use your imagination to create combos. To pick up
children, you should go into them with the left and right arrows. To record an object, press the A key. After picking up, press the A key to throw the object. » You can also...
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